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UNLIKE MY OPPONEN,; I WOULO

APPJcOACM PROBLEMS ~ l:~ER6Y DEVELOPMENT AND WATER WITH CAUTION
WHILE PROVIOING 0£CISJ\IE LcADGRSHIP....

RKIN AND LINK TRL POSITIONS ON ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

Candidates and coal

Cool development has dominated politics in North
Dakota's forty-second gubernatorial election. The
contest matches incumbent Democrot Arthur A . Link
and Public Service Commission Chairman Richard
Elkin, a R epublican. Martin Vaaler, the American
Party candidate, had taken little part in this

and coordinate with the governor in formulating
North Dakota's energy development programs.
In addition to the committee, I propose that the
following five points govern and control energy
development in North Dakota.

campaign.

1--0ur lands must be fully reclaimed.

Each of the major party candidates has presented
energy development positions papers. Link's was
printed in Onlooker 12. Elkin', , followed by Link's

Strip mined lands must be completely and
totally reclaimed;

rebuttal, is presented here.

Elkin's paper was released at news conferences in
Bismarck and Fargo October 4.

Topsoil must be replaced to ensure that the
productive quality of the soil is at least that of
its original state;
AU costs of reclamation must be _borne by the
developer;

I believe that the American people's seemingly
limitless demand for energy and North Dakota's

great coal and water resources has made us a target
for exploitation1 We are at a crossroads in our
history. How shall we respond?

The rate at which the surface will be opened
must be limited to that necessary to meet
normal mine production;
Spoil banks will not be tolerated; and,

If we do nothing, we invite a rape of our lands. If we
totally resist all development, we invite a Federal
takeover of our energy resources. The only
alternative is to take control, to anticipate problems
and to manage and control the effects of energy
development.
To ensure the effective direction of e ner gy
development activities, I propose the creation of a
"Governor's Energy Action Committee" within the
executive branch of the state government. Members
of the committee will include representatives from
the executive and legislative branches of government. energy producing industries, state agencies
and impacted communities , as well as energy
consumers and landowners.
This committee's purpose would be to coordinate
all state functions which are both directly and
indirectly involved with energy policy, and to advise

Mining and reclamation procedures wiH be
strictly policed.
2--0ur water and air quality must not be degraded.

Strict emission limits must be established and
enforced;
Plants that pollute our air and water quality
will be shut down; and,
There will be constant state surveillance of the
cumulative adverse effects of multiple plant
locations.
3--Landowners must be justly compenNted.

Just compensation must be paid to farmers and
ranchers for the loss of their land! from

production because of strip mining or the
construction of power
transmission lines.
Farmers are entitled to at least the average net
production from that acreage, plus compensation for any other inconveniences caused by
mining; and,
Compensation must be paid to surface owners
who do not own coal rights but who must bear
the burden of surface mining...
4-·The energy needs of North Dakota must come
first.

North Dakota must be the prime beneficiary of
new energy sources; and,
North Dakota energy needs must be fulfilled
before energy is exported to other states.
5--North Dakota will not be exploited.

Compensation to the state must be paid by the
developer in the form of an adequate severance
tax;
Impacted areas which incur direct ecbnomic
and social effects from str~p mining and energy
production must be coinpensated through the
return of severance tax monies;
Out-of-state energy consumers must pay for
the full cost of the energy development and the
transportation of the energy from which they
will benefit;
No energy producing plant will be allowed to
locate in North Dakota without thorough
analysis of the impact on surrounding communities; and,
Energy producing industries must assume the
cost of the impact on cities and counties to meet
the increased demand for public services.
Next page, please
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NO~ DAKOTA Ekf€R6Y POLICY

Matters at Hand

Butter
or margarine ?
In judging the energy policy statements of the
gubernatorial candidates, I feel like the French chef
of the television commercial who was called upon to
sample a gourmet treat made first with butter and
then with margarine. "No difference," he declared.
An examination of Richard Elkin's energy state' ment, printed in this issue, and of Arthur A. Link's.
presented here and in Onlooker 12, shows no
substantial difference between them. They are
echoes in the same canyon. The statements give
voters no firm basis to choose between these
candidates.
So, let's look at the record.

Candidates and coa lAt his news conjeTences, Elkin attacked Governor
Arthur A. Link for his lack of leadership.
... At this important time in our history, we are
lacking leadership and direction and a positive plan of
action to help us meet our energy needs and to help
others meet theirs. We're drifting at a time when
we're looking for guidance. And we're not finding
much guidance in the governor's office.
We now have a governor who doesn't fully
understand our problems and who doesn't fully
realize the challenges we face. Furthermore, the
governor is surrounded by a staff that is inexperienced, ill-advised and politically motived in their
decisions.
One of the reasons that I announced my candidacy
for governor is because there is a leadership vacuum
in the governor's office. We need to look to the
future, and to prepare ourselves for the challenges
that we will face, particularly those in energy
development ...

Elkin said a natural gas supply for the eastern
North Dakota cities of Grand Forks, Fargo and
Wahpeton is an important issue because the Canadian
government in.tends to end shipments of natural gas
to the United States.
Northern States Power
Company, which supplies Fargo, Grand Forks and
Wahpeton, is largely dependent on Canadian gas for
its supplies. Elkin said, "I think it is 1·mportant to
begin now to study our options and the alternate
so.urces of energy th.at can be used to replace
Canadian natural gas. If we have such a policy ready
for implementation before 1981, North Dakotans will
not have to suffer gn energy crisis, and there will be
no major economic discomforts."
Elkin's criticism of Link continued throughout his
news conference statement:
.. .I think another failure of Art Link's administration has been in determining the effects of electrical
generating and coal gasification plants in North
Dakota. The governor has been in office now for 45
months, and neither he nor any of the agencies under
his control have been able to determine the impact of
these plants on our environment--our air and water
and land. He's had all the human resources and
money and time at his disposal for the last four years,
and has not produced one scrap of evidence which
tells us one way or the other how many plants we can
tolerate or what the adverse effects would be. It
would seem to me that if he can't answer these
questions after four years in office then he and his
staff have not done their jobs. One of the first things
that I would do is to order a study of the effects of
these plants, and I can assure you that it won't take
four years to get an answer ...

Pressed to define what levels of development he'd
allow, Elkin said he didn't know, but that his study
would make determinations possible, again in less
thon four years.
Meanwhile, Governor Link issued a defense of his
record on energy development. In a moiling to
members of the United Plainsmen Association--who
also got Elkin'• material--he said:

North Dakota is facing a decade of decisions.
Energy development is of major significance. I am
committed to forceful reclamation, plant siting, clean
air and clean water. My 12 point energy statement
emphasized these areas.

The governor said he hos "taken action in the p,ut
to see that North Dakotans are not exploited by a
one-time harvest" and he promised to "continue to d<J
so in the future."
Link said:
I have consistently supported strong reclamation
procedures; developed a Mined Land Task Force to
actively research reclamatfon techniques for the
future; and supported acombining of environmental
control agencies to better enforce our Jaws.
I was an advocate of our present plant and
transmission siting legislation, but in addition, I
suggested that this be a part of an overall unification
of natural resources management and enforcement.
Under my surveillance, the State Health Department has enforced clean air laws that reject the use
of the lower quality Class III air designations and I
support the implementation of a federal non.deterioration policy.
North Dakota must receive as much compensation
for its coal resourses as those marketing the end
product. Because of this, I have staunchly supported
a 25 to 33 and a third percentage severance tax which
will produce adequate revenue for the loss of our
non-renewable resources.
I have carefully weighed priorities on our water. I
completely rejected two water permit applications for
26 gasificatfon plants, and have enacted a moratorium
on all new water permits until the completion of a
Regional Environmental Impact Study. This study
will indicate the accumlative effects we are presently
sustaining and can sustain in the future.
I have said that North Dakota has a commitment to
share its natural resources under strict environmental surveilance, but that we must also strive to
achieve a higher measure of energy conservation.
To this end, I have authorized the development of a
State Conservation Program.
Agriculture is the number one economic base in
North Dakota, and levels of energy development
which erode that base are not acceptable.

The Elkin/Link reparte on energy hos dominated
the gubernatorai"l campaign in western North
Dakota. Energy reUJ.ted questions are raised at news
conferences calkd to address apparently unreleated
issues: In the eastern portion of the state, energy is
a less volatile issue, but active conseroationists in the
state's major cities have raised questions relating to
coal development at campaign rallies, as well.
Elkin and Link will have a/ace-to-face discussion of
the issue at the third annual convention of the United
Plainsmen Association October 16. The affair, bilkd
as a debate, begins at 2 p. m. Mountain Daylight
Time in the auditorium of Dickinson High SchooL

There is no doubt that North Dakota has been
without a forthright energy policy during the four
years of Art Link's administration.
Link's
protestations to the contrary must be strictly political
because they are not strictly ture. Two examples:
The governor claims that, he "staunchly supported a
25 to 33 and a third percentage severance tax."
Events were otherwise. Link vetoed a nickel a ton
severance tax in 1973 (not high enough, he said) and
appeared at the 1975 session suggesting a ,graduated
tax beginning at 10 per cent of value (or 25 cents per
ton, which ever was greater) and escalating to 30 per
cent of value in 1979, four years later. The tax would
not have reached even 20 per cent until 1977. Link
left landowners and public officials in southwestern
coal counties crying by themselves for a third of
value tax. Not until mid-session did Link join them
and ask the Legislature to consider a 30 per cent of
value tax. The Republican leadership, which was
committed to a flat rate tax, used Link's vacillation to
hang the percentage of value tax in a committee
room.
Nor has the Link administration's weighing of
priorities for water been especially "careful," as the
governor insists. Instead, the water commission,
which he controls, has granted, out of hand, every
request for an electrical generation facility. including
one to a Minnesota based consortium whose only
recommendation was the word "cooperative" in its
titffl".
e governor delayed that permit beense he
wasn't convinced that the company could meet North
Dakota's air pollution standards. A scant 60 days
later, that fear had dissolved and the permit was
granted. Link credited the company's assurance that
land would be properly reclaimed for his change of
mind on the matter. North Dakota farmers from
Wash burn to Wahpeton are now battling the same
companies over power line rights of way.
Link's much touted moratorium on water permits
is an accidental one, declared after the water
commission had dispensed with the last of the permit
applications, a request for water for four gasification
plants. Denying that permit was easy--the company
couldn't find the money to build the plants, anyway.
Under the Link administration, North Dakota's
commitments to electrical generation .have increased
four fold and the state has pledged its water to a
gasification plant which hopes to use an outdated
technology even the U.S. Congress, despite its
well-known generosity, has refused to fund. This is a
development record which eclipses that of former
Governor William L. Guy, whom we know as an
industrial promotor. At least, he admits it.
Of course the gasification company's financial
troubles, which have done more than any other factor
to delay wholesale development of the state's coal
and water, can't be credited to the governor. He
supported a bill in Congress which would have
granted the gasification industry $6 billion to rip up
the West.
The governor's attitude toward landowners caught
in the development dilemma has been callous. At last
year's United Plainsmen Association convention, he
declared that the signatures of thousands of
landowners on coal leaves made development
inevitable. The state, he said in effect, is responding
to these private pressures. This ignores a basic fact:
Most West River landowners--85 per cent of them
according to a survey by the Dickinson based
Roosevelt Custer Regional Council for Developmentdo not own their coal. None of them had any idea
what levels of development were intended for
southwestern North Dakota and what that might
mean for their lives. None of them know that now,
because the governor has yet to determine what
levels the state can accept. Suggesting that private
landowners have mandated levels of development by
signing leases cannot obviate the government's
obligation to the whole public.
Link likes to brag about his administration's
aggressive stance toward the federal government.
He cites especially the regional e'lvironmental impact

Matters at Hand
statement being conducted in seven West Central
North Dakota counties and intimates that the study
is unique and a product of his vigor. It is not. The
regional environmental impact statement is one of 10
being conducted throughout the nation.
These
studies would have been done if Link had said
nothing. They are mandated by federal law. The
most the governor can claim are several concession to
state involvment in the study. Unfortunately, these
are obscure and do little to improve his overall record
on energy development, which seems dismal indeed.

Link says the regional environmental impact
statement will form the basis of an energy policy
which dictates levels of development in the state.
The study is still more than a year from completion,
which means that Link will have had 60 months to
?'each basic decisions about how much development
we're going to have to tolerate.

Elkin's record
For his part, Richard Elkin promises answers in
less than four years. Whether he can, or will, deliver
is the gamble we take in our political system. His
record doesn't look too good.
Elkin has been a member of the Public Service
Coinmission for 10 years. For four years, he's been
chairman. In that time, he hasn't developed a plan
for how much development the state can stand, nor
how much North Dakotans ought to pay for it. The
PSC is a logical place to develop both these positions,
because the board regulates utility rates, strip mine
reclamation and power plant and transmission line
siting. Granted, some of this is new to the PSC. The
reclamation Jaw was first passed in 1969 and the
plant siting law in 1975. But surely this has allowed
time enough for study and policy development.
Elkin's criticism of Link's "indecision" seems a
hollow one in view of the PSC's own inability to reach
a decision in the North American Coal Corporation
case which reached the PSC on April Fool's Day.
fhe mine should have been more closely monitored in
the first place, and eight months is a good long while
to deliberate the circumstances surrounding the
allegations against the company, which were brought
by its own employees.

Another spot on Elkin's record is the PSC's
Commerce Counsel, Ray Walton, who became one of
the most effective Jobbyuts for weaker reclamation
and plant siting Jaws during the 1976 session. His
Interference was oblique--he raised troubling administrative questions--but its benefit to the industry
was obvious. At one point. Ernie Fleck, who is an
attorney for North American Coal Corporation,
thanked Walton for his help on a difficult point at a
committee hearing. Walton said during the session
that he acted on instructions from the majority of the
PSC--Republicans Ben WoH and Dick Elkin.
But the major flaw in Elkin's energy policy is its
expedience. From whatever direction it is approach·
ed, his energy statement appears to be a response to
a political need and not to the real needs of the state.
Elkin and his aides pereeived Link's weakness in his
indecision and, rather than design a coherent,
forthright energy policy, choose to exploit the issue
for political gafn.
Richard Elkin's statement is the margarine in this
political taste test. It is artificial and concocted for
the moment. It offers little evidence of the direction
Elkin might take as governor.

Art Link's statement is the butter. Although there
is a bitterness to it, his policy, at least, has been
churned in the rush of real events. Too bad his hand
wasn't stronger on the dasher.
Art Link is so basically a decent man that criticism
of him is always difficult. The governor has a sure
sense of the greatness and the beauty of western
North Dakota. His descriptions of his ranch in
McKenzie County are poetic and his roots there
strong and true. The failure of his administration has
been his inability to translate his vision of this time
and place into a coherent policy. This is a tragedy for
the state, and it must be a personal tragedy for the
governor because the prairies and the pure air he
loves will be wounded, perhaps beyond healing, by
his l~ck of foresight and sound policy.
To a large extent, Richard Elkin shares the
governor's past. Although he is a much younger
man--by 16 year&--he comes from the same prairie
background. He speaks of its Jess fervently and his
sense of the place we share seems Jess sharply
focused. But his concern seems genuine and deeply
rooted.
So this gubernatorial election is a race between
butter and margarine. The French chefs verdict
seems an appropriate one. "No difference." The
election of 1976 will have to be decided on other
issues.

Mike Jacobs

Polltlcs--.a purely personal view

The election campaign:
Surely the dullest in memory
Half a year ago, I wrote about brewing political
tea. the metaphor still seems to be a useful one. By
now we're far enough along to conclude that the
political drink of this season is Jess than intoxicating.
In fact, it is downright dull.
The plain fact is that this has been the most boring
election campaign I can remember. How many would
I remember, you11 want to know. Well, I got into a
fight in the Stanley school yard over the presidential
election of 1956. That was exciting. I heard A.C.
Townley's red-baiting attack on the North Dakota
Farmers Union in 1958. That resulted in a lawsuit,
which was exciting.
In 1960 I heard a news
commentator (I don't remember which network, but I
don't think NBC had reached northwestern North
Dakota by that time) remark that '"clean-eut Bill
Guy" bad beaten C.P. Dahl in the gubernatorial
election in North Dakota. That was exciting.
Actually, I wrote my first piece of political
reportage that summer. An assignment in my
freshman English class at Stanley High School was
'"What was the most exciting thing you did last
summer." Sure enough, I wrote about Quentin
Burdick's campaign swing through Parshall, where I
spent some time with an aunt and uncle who
owned a motel. I think the night of the Burdick rally
was their only full house that summer. Burdick won
the election and replaced William Langer in the
Senate. That was exciting. He's running again this
year, and his opponent has decided a television
campaign agaiitst him isn't worth !the money That's
not exciting.
All of that !!hould establish that I am, indeed, a
political junkie. Politics is, next to hockey, my
favorite spectator sport. In fact, those are the only
spectator sports in I have much interest. I think of
both in the same way--1 would no more suffer the
puck to be slapped toward me than I would to endure
the outrages of a politlca1 olllee. But politics ia like
hockey. Both allow the observer to forget his own
troubles in the antics of others.
This campaign has offered little even for the
confirmed political junkie. however, and a review of
the candidates put forward by the established
parties will only take up space. The endorsees won
nomination in the primary (which was enlivened by
some ballot issues) and have plodded into the general
election with about as much enthusiasm as a rat
entering a snake pit. But there they are. And sure
enough, here I am writing about them.
Although the ballot lists contests for seats in the
U.S. Senate and House of Representatives and for a
dozen statewide offices, the race for the governorship
has aroused almost the only interest in this
campaign. The candidates are Republican Richard
Elkin and Democrat Athur A. Link. American Party
candidate Martin Vaaler, who waged a noisy primary
campaign, bas been quiet so far. He's expected to
draw little more than five per cent of the vote.
Elkin's campaign against incumbent Link hasn't
taken off, although Elkin's campaing rhetoric has
grown more shrill. In Elkin's terms, the governor is
not onl7 "indecisive" but his administration has been
"'haphazard" and "do nothing". These criticisms have
been directed especially at Link's energy policy, but
Elkin has broadened his campaign, due, he has come
close to confessing, to accusations that he is a "one
issue" candidate. In the second of a series of October
news conferences, he accused Link of '"failing to fare
reality" in designing a Department of Natural
Resources and of "hiding behind closed doors" acting
'"gubernatorial" by '"dedicating bicycle paths."
In retaliation, Link has distributed flyers labelled
"Let's Look at the Record." These demonstrate, by
use of selected legislative votes, that Elkin is for
corporation farming, discrimination on the basis of
age and against upland game hunting, outdoor
recreation and clean rivers.
Link's flyer also
suggests that Elkin is soft on drunken drivers. The
Link flyer says, "Art Link opposed malting it easier
for a suspected intoxicated driyer to avoid a chemical
test. Richard Elkin voted in favor of making it easier
to avoid."
This technique worked effectively against Richard
Larsen in 1972. This year, however, Link's campaign
material stresses his deliberate approach to issues.
"'Good judgement you can trust," his television
commericals declare.

Elkin thinks this supposed good judgement is
indecision. His billboards are labeled "Richard Elkin:
Decision Maker." Link's people credit the governor
with rapid response to changing conditions.
Despite what is widely seen as an excessive
measure of caution, however, Link is likely to be
re-elected. He is almost universally thought of as
honest and honorable. He enjoys great personal
popularity and public esteem, more perhaps, than
any other governor since John Burke, who went off
to Washington in 1918.
Thus Elkin is running, not against a bad governor,
but against a good gu1. And good guys are hard to
beat, especially if they're incumbents. For that
reason, Link and his running mater, Lieutenant
Governor Wayne Sanstead, a Minot school teacher,
must be favored to win re-election over Republican
Pyle and his running mate. State Senator Ernest
Pyle, a Casselton farmer. Elkin coriceded--under
close questioning at a Bismarck news conference-that he is trailing by as many as six per centage
points.
I'm betting on incumbents in every other contest in
North Dakota, as well. Look for the re-election of
Attorney General Allen I. Olson--a "working attorney
general" according to his billboards--over the
seH-styled "people's candidate" Bismarck attorney
Kent Johanneson. Olson is a Republican. Secretary
of SU'.te Ben Meier is a sure bet against Page school
teacher Darrel Sorenson, the Democrat.
So is
Democrat Byron Dorgan against Kermit Schauer for
tax commissioner. Somewhat more doubtful are
races for agriculture wherein incumbent Democrat
Myron Just faces Robert Nasset; and state
treasurer. the third act in a continuing drama
pitting Walter Christensen against Bernice Asbridge.
It's Asbirdge's turn to win, but Christensen must be
favored. Bruce Hagen should handily defeat Edi Kjos
for Public Service Commiaaioner.
Hagen, a
Democrat, is the incumbent. Republican Robert
Peterson will probably not be seriously threatened by
Kent Conrad's aggressive campaign for state auditor.
There is room for an upset here. Conrad"s campaign
against Peterson has been particularily visible.
Conrad insists that Peterson is not doing his job.
Peterson says the legislature lhasn't given him
enought money--and besides, errant counties should
have a chance to correct their auditing mistakes
before any action is taken against them. Challenger
Byron Knutson may have a chance to oust
Republican Insurance Commission J .O. (Bud) Wigen,
but probably only because he has a Norwegian name,
still pereeived as an asset in North Dakota elections.
Howard Snortland must be favored over Joe
Crawford for superintendent of public instruction,
the only race in which the incumbent is not running.
Look, with confidence, for the re-election of Senator
Quentin Burdick, a Democrat, over Robert Stroup,
the man who has abandoned his television campaign,
and Mark Andrews, a Republican, over Lloyd
Omdahl for the U.S. House of Representatives.

The American Party has candidates for the
Senate (Clarence Haggard), for the House (Russell
Kleppe), for governor and lieutenant governor
(Martin Vaaler and Truman Wold) and for agriculture
commissioner (Berger Rodne). Each will get about
the same number of votes since the right wing in
North Dakota attracts a dedicated constituency but a
relativey small one.
There are two measures on the ballot. One initiated
b7 Robert McCarney of Bismarck, would lower the
sales tax from four to three percent (two per cent on
farm machinery, nothing on electricity); the second,
advanced by the 1975 legislature, removes language
in the constitution which limits membership on the
State Board of Higher Education to no more than
one alumnus of any institution of higher education.
The word 'graduate· is inserted for alumnus.
Republican legislative leaders have attempted to
torpedo McCamey'• initiative by promising a $100
million tax cut in the 1977 session. McCarney's
scheme, they say, would save tax payers only $60
million. McCarney sa1s he'd like to debate that
question on television.
All this adds up to a dozen incumbent repeaters in
a dozen races and two relatively non-controversial
measures. Even if we allow for a possible upset--in
the insurance commissionership, perhaps--this has
to be considered tiresome. Small wonder the tea
that's brewing will be weak, and possibly aligbtly
stale.

Mike Jacobs
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Resource development--differing views
Here are two views of resource
development in North Dakota which
differ quite sharply from our own. The
first is from The Washburn Leader, the
second from Tlte North Dakota Motor-

Needless to say, the effects on
Washburn are far from subtle, with 300
construction workers in the area and
mny more anticipated soon.

ist.

Not too many years ago, one fifth of
Main Street was closed down. The
town's population had dropped from
1,000 in 1960 to 804 in 1970. Life was
becoming difficult for more than one
businessman, as shoppers turned to
Bismarck's larger stores.

Coo/and

a small town

coming in with more predicted. An
unparalleled housing boom has brought
scores of new families to Washburn,
many not related to energy development directly.

People talk about "maintaining a
quality of life" in this area. Controlled
energy development will itself maintain
that "good life" we all love in North
Dakota, rather than destroy it.

But there are unpleasant side effects
of growth, especially rapid growth.
Power plants and mines aren't nearly as
pretty as a field of golden grain. The
sounds of heavy machinery cannot
compete with those of a flock of
Canadian geese.

A small town either grows or dies,
it's as simple as that.

By Dave Borlaug

Dave Boru,ug, the Bon of Washburn
newspaperman Oliver Borlaug, is a
student at Bismarck Junior College.
This article has appeared in that
school's newspaper, The Mystician a.t
well as in The Washburn Leader.
Energy development in North Dakota
is creating more headlines in newspapers and causing more college classroom discussions than any subject since
the Vietnam War. It has to be the
largest and most profound news story
ever in this state.

Now, just a few years later, the town
has grown to over 1,200, with an
anticipated population of 2,000 in three
years. New businesses and services are

that strenuously and vociferously protests any development designed to
serve man's interests ... dams, factories,
highways, power lines.

by Jim Connolly

Jame• Connolly edits the North
Dakota Motorist which is published by
the North Dakota Automobile Club. He
is a f<YTmer state legislator, owns a
ranch near Dunn Center and writes
quite frequently for historical publicati<ms in the ,tate.
"Conservation means development as
much as it does preservation."

Washburn, 40 miles north of Bismarck, is just eight miles from the Coal
Creek power generating station, now
under construction by two Minnesotabased RECs, United Power Aasoication
and Cooperative Power Association.

When President Theodore Roosevelt
made that statement, it made good
sense. Today one school of thought baa
a diametrically different concept of
conservation.

The power plant will be one of the
largest coal-fired plants in the Midwest
and the accompanying Falkirk Mine
north of Wash burn is one of the largest
surface mines in the United States.

It is the philosophy of no population
growth--that seemingly sets man and
his welfare far down the line in the
scale of living organisms... after birds,
other mammals, fish, insects and plants;
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awesome presence forever.

Just one thing. The farmers would
be the only ones left to enjoy it.

Conservation means development

Editorial writers and college students
alike are trying to determine the effects
of energy development in North Dakota, but the only people really
qualified at all to talk about it are those
living in the affected areas.

.J llc.uB.'

Farmers, first having to insure a fair
price for transmission line rights of
way, must then contend with their

If UPA-CPA had never come into the
Washburn area, things would be just as
pretty as ever, the Missouri River
would roll one, unperturbed by a bridge
spanning its wide waters.
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This new bred of conservationist
wasn't in evidence when Congress
approved plans for Missouri River
development. Droughts and the Depression still were too vividly remembered.
Garison Dam and other Missouri
Basin projects not only would provide
employment but control devastating
floods, stabilize navigation, create new
power, enhance wildlife habitat and
supply water needed for municipal,
recreational and industrial usage, for
lake restoration and irrigation.
What if North Dakota had to sacrifice
400,000 acres of prime agricultrual land
as the reservoir began lfilling after
Garrison Dam was completed in 1956?
Citizens then easily recalled when the
federal government had come to the
rescue of destitute farmers through a
resettlement programs, the buying and
removing from crop production of
thousands of square miles of land, and
when farm animals were slaughtered,
crops plowed under, in attempts to
stimulate a bankrupt farm economy.
Garrison Dam did a great deal to
control flooding, with the downriver
states the primary beneficiaries. As far
as the Missouri is concerned, commercial river transportation exists only
south of the Dakotas.
Hydroelectric power from Garrison
quadrupled the state's electrical generation and this source since has been
supplemented by a dozen lignite plants.
With rural electrification, proliferation
of appliances, and increased manufacturing, North Dakota's needs have
multiplied--but still most power production is exported.

Dam--compensation for 400,000 lost
acres, a strengthened and sustained
agriculture so vitally important to a
growing world population, plus renovation of such bodies of water as Devils
Lake, and providing a safe and sure
water supply for cities and industry,
expanding recreational facilities. There
is a world energy crisis and North
Dakota can do a great deal to alleviate
the nation's requirements ...if we are
permitted to do so.
North Dakota has 91,910 irrigated
acres, giving it a ranking of 28th among
the states and far behind her neighbors:
Montana, half a million acres; South
Dakota 189,000 and Minnesota 131,733.
Only a portion of the return flow from
Garrison Diversion would flow down the
Red River, but Minnesota is more
concerned with that than with her own
more extensive irrigation programs. A
More water has meant more waterfowl for improved hunting in North
Dakota and in all the states touching
the Mississippi Valley and Central
flyways, extending southward to the
Gulf of Mexico.
Now North Dakota is on the threshold of her real pay-off for Garrison
similar alarm is expressed in South
Dakota--not with home projects but
with water from North
Dakota.
Manitoba is not worried about its own
vast irrigated tracts, but only about the
possibility of North Dakota irrigation
polluting the Souris and Red.
Teddy, you can say it
again
"Conservation means development as
much as it does preservation." We hope
someone is listening.

Cmmolly '• article was quoted approvingly ["Our thanks to him for
telling it like it is '1 by the NorthDakota
Water U,ers ASBociation in its New•
Bulletin.
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October 1-0n this date in 1889, voters of
northern Dakota Territory ratified a
constitution by a margin of 27,411 to
8,108 votes. Only Grand Forks, Nelson,
Steele and Walsh Counties rejected the
document, largely because of unhappiness about the location of proposed
state institutions which were part of the
constitution. Ratification of the constitution, which is still in effect, was
preliminary to admission of North
Dakota as the 39th of the United States.
On this same date, voters upheld
prohibition of alcoholic beverages by a
majority of 1,159 votes. North Dakota
remained dry until the national repeal
of prohibition in 1932.
October 2--

0n this date in 1926, Clement A.
Lounsberry, known as Colonel, died in
Washington, D.C., at age 83. Louns-
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berry was a pioneer newspaperman at
Bismarck, a friend of Brevet Gen.
George Armstrong Custer, a boomer for
Dakota Territory, publisher of The
Record, a promotional magazine, founder of The Bl1marck Tribune and
reporter of one of the greatest scoops in
American journalism history--the Indian
victory at the Little Big Horn. He also
prepared a conpendium of history and
biography of North Dakota which
appeared in 1920.

October 21-0n
this
date
in
1932,
over 300 farmers stopped a chattel
mortgage sale scheduled for the Nils J.
Peterson farm near Watford City in
McKenzie County. The angry farmers
forced the mortgager, the receiver of a
closed bank, to negotiate an extension
of terms which permitted Peterson to
keep his land and chattels.

through October 14
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the rezoning will help ANG solve its financial
problems and move abead with the project, thus
bringing people to Beulah and lessening the city's
financial burdens.

Preservation
without
pickling

Fargo:

A

Historical preservation is no longer the province
the wrecker's ball from

of panicky archivists racing

building to building in a vain attempt to "stop
progress." At a recent conference in Fargo the issue
became the focus for examining how the way a
community is built can affect the people who live
there.
More than 70 people gathered in Fargo September
17 and 18 under the theme Perspectives on the Past:
Historical Preservation on the Plains.
According to Royce Yeater, architectural historian
and organizer of the gathering, the conference
marked the change from defensive historical preservation that sets priorities according to which
structures are most in danger, to progressive
historical preservation that sets priorities according
to which structures are most important to the
character of the community.

The issue, he added, has become a means to assess
the cultural resources of a community and then
carefully to plan how the most important assets can
be preserved.

Mary Means, regional director of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, keynoted the
conference with a speech and slide presentation
entitled "Conservation: Preserving without Pickling." She introduced the concept of "townscape"··
inter-relationship of buildings and spaces in an
overall pattern--to point out the way buildings
influence the character of a community or neighborhood. She said that disguising buildings with modern
materials can amount to raping the inherent
personality of whole areas.
Means showed examples of urban streets lined
with fast-food outlets and motels that all conform to
the same design ideas. She then demonstrated that
careful, well-managed planning can allow development that is sympathetic with existing surroundings,
providing some perspective on the present by preserving the flavor of the past.
Means stressed the economic viability of preservation, especially in the adaptive reuse of old buildings
for new functions. Conservation, she said, is simply
the careful management of changes in the "townscape."
More than 700 people joined the conference
registrants on Friday night to hear featured speaker
James Michener, author of 19 works of fiction and
non-fiction.
Drawing heavily from his personal
experiences, Michener made a plea for ways of life
that have all but disappeared. He suggested that a
society can reaffirm and strengthen its values by
preserving significant aspects of the past, especially
those aspects that convey a feeling for how people
once lived.
After lengthy comments on the need to conserve
and restore our natural as well as human-made
resources, he stressed the personal philosophy that
society must demand the preservation of certain of
its basic values if it is to survive.

Robert Bastian of Indiana State University in
Terre Haute anticipated Michener's remarks by
exploring the way buildings protray a value system.
He pointed out, for example, that old buildings
reflected a "human scale," a life-sized accessibility
unlike the inhuman immensity of many core cities
today. The value placed on law during the early
years on the plains is reflected in the grandeur of
most county courthouses built in those days. Bastian
echoed the concept of preservation as a planning
process, particularly as a way to develop a public
awareness of how people respond to the buildings
around them. The choice to integrate preserved
elements of the past with new developments can give
a whole community a psychological uplift, he said, as
the people become proud of their town.

P€R)P€CTIV€)
ON THE: P~)T=

But Hazen City Commission President Leonard
Wohlfeil argued, "Maybe ANG needs some assurance
at the local level in order to get money. Somebody
will get hurt if something doesn't happen soon."

HlnORIC PRE:SE:Rl/~TION
ON THE: PL~INS

Ernie Mosbrucker, a Beulah councilman, noted,
"We're out on a limb for $1.2 million and a wait and
see attitude is like going backwards for us. We want
to know what we can do." He added, "I for one am
getting concerned about the project not coming in."

The speeches and dicussions came to life on
Saturday afternoon with presentations of actual
preservation experiences. An opera house in Ray, a
general store in Hope, a doctor's office across the
state in \Vesthope: examples of historical preservation in small North Dakota towns.

And Beulah Mayor Wilmer Weidrich said, "We're
concerned about orderly growth. We can't wait until
the wolf is at the door."
For their part, however, the majority of the county
commission want some word from the wolf before
committing the county to a gasification plant.

However, the conference could only touch on rural
preservation, according to Yeater, because information about it is so scarce.
He noted that a
preservation and reuse program for small North
Dakota towns developed by the Prairie Community
Design Center in Fargo is one of the only such efforts
in the country. He suggested that the next historical
preservation conference deal exclusively with preserving the heritage of rural and small town living.
Paul J. Brown with Barry Gill

My Home Town
Something happening in your
home town? Let ONLOOKER
readers know about it.

Awaiting the wolf

·Beulah:

Minot:
After Albert Kouba bought a full page ad in the
Minot Daily News last spring to explair. his
conservative cut-spending, kick-out-the-rascals political philosophy, he got elected to the City Council.
After Albert Kouba bought a quarter page
newspaper ad to tell Minoters how to vote in the
September primary election, three of the Kouba endorsed candidates for the Ward County Board of
Commi......,.. linlahed at. Uw \Op ol a lleld oC contestants.
The 34 year old Kouba, who likes to be called
Rusty, last week bought a half page ad to announce
his candidacy for State Senator from the 41st District
(Minot's east side and the town of Surrey). His
opponents are the incumbent Democrat Jerome
Walsh and Republican Hal Becker.
The tiny type crammed into Kouba's huge ads
describes, in near hysterical terms, how the common
people are getting ripped off by government, and
what Rusty is doing about it.
The clothing store manager and one man vigilante
committee describes his pulitics as "short and
sweet--less taxes and less government." Tall,
baby-faced, Kouba speaks in frenzied tones as if he's
trying to save the world, whkh he is.

Communities which a year ago were fearful that
their facilities could not accomodate coal-related
population growth now find that they've over-built
and that local people may be penalired.

Whenever Kouba spends money on an ad, it is
returned in the form of donations to the cause.

An article in the Hazen Star, a weekly newspaper,
indicated that the city of Beulah faces obligations of
$1.2 million for several civic improvements. Plans for
additional development during 1977 will push the
figure to $2,050,000. These numbers were presented
to a special meeting of Beulah and Hazen city officials
and Mercer County Commissioners by Beulah
Councilman Darrel Bjerke.

In the past year, Kouba and his money have polled
voters on a variety of issues and publicized the
results; led a local anti-smut crusade; infuriated
Minot aldermen by being the only vote against a
Souris River flood control dam; made a citizen's
arrest of a man later charged with driving while
intoxicated; read from the Bible at city council
meetings; and spent $200 on advertising to promote a
Minot speech by touring conservative lecturer John
Rarick of Louisiana.

"If the proposed power projects should not take
place, the present city and residents would have to
come up with the money," Bjerke said. He added
that city officials had hoped new people moving into
Beulah would absorb the costs, but admitted that
population growth has not been as fast as expected.
The city may face a financial crisis if developers
abandon the projects.

Sever<ij speakers, including Means and Bastian,
emphasized the need for an historical and/or
architectural survey of an area as the basis for
all future planning.

Beulah has funded a Tri-County Neighborhood
Facility for $66,000, a water and sewer district for
$364,000 and a street improvement district for
$770,000. Developments pending are a water
treatment plant, which would cost the city $235,000
and an addition to the high school, to which the city
would contribute $615,000, according to the Star.

A panel discussion of community action brought
out the need for active citizen involvement in such a
survey so that community planning decisions can
benefit from the informed and organized voice of local
residents.

Beulah officials appealed to Mercer County
commissioners to rezone a· 1,500 acre parcel of land
from agricultural to industrial to accomodate a coal
gasification plant proposed by American Natural
Rt-sources Company. The city fathers said they hope
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The county commissioners are split two to one
against an immediate rezoning of the land. "No
members of the commission are against the ANG
project, but we're concerned about impact," the Star
quoted County Commissioner Albert Bauman of
Golden Valley as saying. He indicated that the
commission would wait for some definite word that
ANG planned to go ahead with the project before the
rezoning was approved. "We haven't heard a word
from them. I don't know what their plants are,
whether they'll need federal money or go on the open
market. We'll need that information first. I think
we'll need some statement of responsibility for
impact funds.
If we get that assurance, then
rewning would be another world."

through October 14, 1976

One of Kouba's most recent campaigns was to
expose the financial troubles of the $2.5 million All
Seasons Arena on the North Dakota State Fair
grounds. Built last year with money from the state
legislature, Ward County, the City of Minot and
private donors, the multi-purpose arena has been
struggling to make a profit. Several hundred dollars
of unpaid bills, dating as far back as November,
resulted in the curtailment of gas, electricity and
telephone service to the building early this month.
The local group charged with running the arena,
Arena, Inc., fired Recreational Entertainment Corp.,
a Michigan firm, which was hired last year to fill the
building with events. The private donors were asked
to count out more money to pay the bills, and the
arena lights are on again. Gerald Iverson, state fair
manager, has replaced Recreational Entertainment,
and the Minot Raiders semi-professional hockey team
has started its 36 home game season .
Paul Wesslund
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Congressional action on coal bills
The U.S. Congress, the 94th since nationhood,
adjourned October 2. Here's what its members did
on issues relating to coal development in the West:

Coal leashlg
··Passed, over President Gerald Ford's veto, a bill
which increases the share of coal royalties which
western states will receive from the leasing of federal
coal lands. The new law raises the states's shares of
coal royalties from 37 .5 per cent to 50 per cent. In
North Dakota, this means an increase of $193,000 per
year. The royalties themselves were raised from five
per cent to 12.5 per cent of the coal's value.
The bill also provides that all leases will revert to
the government unless the coal leased in brought into
commercial production within 10 years of the lease
date. Any one company's lease will be limited to
100,000 acres nationally and 25,000 acres locally.
Anti·trust review will be held before any leases are
granted. Each company will be required to submit
both a mining and a reclamation plan to the
government within three years after the lease has
been granted. The legislation requires public
hearings before leases are granted by the govern·
ment. The governor of a state in which a lease is
located will have the option to delay it for six months
while his state examines it. The Interior Department
is required, by the bill, to make a comprehensive
study of coal resources on federal lands.

Synfuels subsidy
··Defeated a bill which would have provided a $4
billion subsidy for the synthetic fuels industry. This
action came on a 193 to 192 vote on a procedural
question in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Conservationists hailed this as an important victory
because it will almost certainly delay development of
coal· gasification plants in the West. A coalition of
conservationists and fiscal conservatives resulted in
the bill's defeat by the one vote margin. The House
had earlier rejected a larger $6 billion synfuels
subsidy.
The defeat of t his bill has immediate implications
for North Dakota since American Natural Resources
Company's proposed plant at Beulah is the most

advanced plan for gasification of western coal.
Others have been delayed and some have been
abandoned because of monetary woes. ANG had
counted heavily on the subsidy and company officials,
including North Dakota Operations Manager Steve
Byrnes, journeyed to Washington to lobby for the
bill.

Hurrjl

Our

The Mercer County Commission has refused to
grant the company a request for a change in zoning of
1,500 acres of agricultural land until ANG can
demonstrate that its plaq,t is financially viable. The
commission met early in October and agreed not to
take any further action on the rezoning reuqest this
year. Thus, the t hree sections" of land in Antelope
Valley remain zoned for agriculture.

mittee, all clean areas would have been desi nated in
one of the three classes. Allowable increments for
sulfur dioxide and particulate emissions would have
been set by statute and the EPA would have
established permissible increments for nitrogen
ozides, hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide within
two years. All areas would have been designated
Class 2 except for the proposed mandatory Class 1
areas, including parks and wilderness areas.
Present law, burdened with extensions, amend·
ments and confusing court pronouncements, will
prevail at least until next session; when all parties
interested in the clean air question will try again to
~pdate the legislation, which first passed in 1070.

Ml• ncla•atlon
··Failed to pass a strip mine reclamation bill after
four tries during the session. Supporters of federal
legislation governing surface mining tried in the
closing days of the session to revive a bill which Ford
had earlier vetoed. Their efforts failed in committee.
This means that surface mine regulation remains the
responsibility of individual states. Legislation to
establish federal standards which must be observed
by all miners in all states will be introduced in the
95th Congress, which begins January 4, 1977.

Clean air
AJr

··Failed to pass amendments to the Clean
Act,
thus affirming the status quo which permits states to
choose into which of three federal air classifications
areas should fall. In North Dakota.-one of half a
dozen states whose air quality control programs have
been approved by the federal Environmental
Protection Agency··the StateDepartment of Health
has chosen Class 2 designation for the entire state.
This permits substantial industrial growth and
degradation of the air to federal standards for large
urban areas like Denver, Colorado and Washington,
D.C.
Conservationists had hoped that the Class 3 air
quality control regions, or "dirty air areas" would be
eliminated. t hat mandatory non-deterioration standards would apply in all national parks, wilderness
places and many wildlife refuges, that industries
would be required to use the best available air
pollution control technology and that mandatory
penalites would be applied to all violaters of the Jaw
after January, 1979.
The nondegradation section of the amendments
brought t he bill's defeat. Utah's U.S. Senators,
Frank Moss, a Democrat, and J ake Garn, a
Republican, fillibustered. The pair objected to these
provisions because development in southern Utah's
park areas would have been curtailed if they'd
1>assed. Under the nondegradation amendments as
approved by the House/ Senate Conference Com·

··Failed to reach agreement on amendments to the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act. This leaves the
authority for regulation of dredge and fill operations
in the nation's rivers and wetlands with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. This is of great
significance to North Dakota's prairie potholes and
for energy development along her rivers. Under
present law. industries or individuals wishing to use
water from any navigable waterway must get a
Corps permit. a process which includes public
hearings and environmental impact statements in
many cases. These are mechanisms which delay
approval of actions.

BLM Organic Act
··Passed an Organic Act for the Bureau of Land
Management, which administers millions of acres of
public domain lands in the '"7e.3t. The BLM's interest
in t he surface of North Dakota is small .. Jess t han
50,000 acres--but its mineral ownership is vast--more
than 4.4 million acres. The BLM Organic Act is a
lengthy and complicated piece of legislation which
establishes procedures for assessing grazing fees,
determining which lands should be withdrawn from
public domain through sale or transfer to private
ownership or other government departments and
review of all BLM lands for possible wilderness
designation. The BLM lands in North Dakota are
concent rated in Bowman and Dunn Counties, south of
t he Missouri River .

Acknowletlge. .nt
'" This review is based, i'n part, on material provided
by the National Wildlife Federation in its Conservation Report of October 8.
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Alaskan Gas campaign
Robert Ward, a former lieutenant governor of
Alaska, brought his campaign for approval of an
all-land route to transport Alaskan natural gas to
U.S. and Canadian markets to North Dakota today.
He spoke at a businessman's breakfast, a Rotary Club
lunch and a late morning news conference.

THE
ARCTIC GAS
PROJECT

Ward is now president of Alaskan Arctic Gas
Pipeline Company, a consortium of 16 utilities--including three with interests in North Dakota.
Alaskan Arctic is affiliated with Canadian Arctic Gas
and NQrthern Border Pipeline Companies, which
hope to building lines complementing Alaskan
Arctic's. Together, the lines would stretch 4.,490
miles from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska to Dwight, Dlinois.
The Norther Border portion of the line would cross
270 miles in eight North Dakota countieo.

Arctic Gas System
Proposed new· compank>n pipeline
Expansion of existing systems

Ward told the news conference, "I don't see any
reason why any country would not take advantage of
the economic benefits and the direct access to
markets which this proposal offers for issues that
really don't stack up as being that important...they
are issues that can be overcome." He added, "I'm
very optimistic" the line will be approved.
Despite Ward's optimism, the route proposed by
Alaskan Arctic Gas and its partners faces serious
obstacles over the issues which Ward minimized.
American environmental groups have opposed the
route because its Alaskan reach crosses the .Arctic
National Wildlife Range on Alaska's northern coast.
Canadian native people's in the McKenzie River
Valley have opposed the Canadian portions of the line
because they cross lands deeded to native peoples by
the Canadian government. The government of
Canada has conducted an inquiry into the land claims
relating to the Arctic pipeline, which in Canada is
known as Canadian Arctic Gas. The recommend&·
tions of that inquiry are due in February, 1977.
Ward said the National Energy Board of Canada will
make its recommendations in May, 1977.
In the United Sates, the routes of the line are
pending before the Federal Power Commission
which, Ward said, has accumulated 40,000 pages of
testimony since hearings began in May,
1975.
The companies filed for the route in March, 1974.

Ward said he expects a decision from t h,e FPC in
the first half of 1977. Procedureal legislation to force
an FPC decision, is pending in the U.S. Congress.
One of the bills--supported by Midwestern Congressmen including Mark Andrews of North Dakota--mandates the Alaskan Arctic line. This legislation is
similar to that which authorized the Trans Alaskan
Pipeline, which carries oil. Bills in Congress contain
some time constraints which, if the bill is passed,
could delay certification of the line until late 1977 or
early 1978, Ward said.

The consortium of which Ward's company is part
has competition for certification to bring the gas to
the Lower 48 states and eastern Canada. El Paso
Natural Gas Company proposes to pipe the gas down
the existing oil pipeline corridor, then to liquefy it
and ship it by tanker ships to California. Northwest
Pipeline Corporation suggests transporting the gas
through pipelines following the oil pipeline route and
the Alcan Highway into existing pipeline systems in
western Canada.
Said Ward to the Rotary luncheon, "Only prompt
governmental approval ol the Amie Gu Plpellne
project can guarantee direct and equal access of
Alaskan natural gas to all areas of the United States.
Companies which eventually contract shares of
Alaskan gas will pay a stiff penalty if either of the
alternate systems is chosen."
He asked for political support. "It is likely that the
decision on which route is chosen will be largely
political. We value the support of North Dakota and
other Upper Midwest states in the tough political
challenges ahead."

Construction of the line, if it is approved, will take
four and a half years.

Ward's visit resulted in an editorial in the
Bismarck Tn1>une endorsing the project.

The Pru8hoe Bay natural gas reserves are
estimated to contain some 24 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas--over 10 per cent of the total U.S. supply,
Ward said.

Among materials distributed by Ward to newsmen
was testimony of the Upper Midwest Council, an
industry think-tank headquartered in Minneapolis.
The testimony, presented to a U.S. House of

Representatives Committee, endorsed the Alaskan
Arctic proposal as "the system which provides the
best overall benefits to the Upper Midwest and the
nation as a whole." The Council cited the system's
lower cost, access to potential Arctic gas reserves
and stimulus to further exploration for resources in
Canada's northern frontier. Ward repeated these
arguments in his Bismarck appearances.
Ward became president of Alaskan Qrctic Gas in
1973, when he left the post of administrator of the
Alaskan
U11ited
~ o Power
i l - Administration,
. . . - . , , a_
_State
_
1971, he was secretary of state of Alaska, a position
now called lieutenant governor.

The companies with interests in NorthernBorder
Pipe Line Company and in North Dakota lignite are
Natural Gas Pipe Line Company of America and
Michigan Wiseonsin Pipe Line Company, both major
leaseholders who hope to develop coal gasification
plants in the state, and Northern Natural Gas
Company, which has some North Dakota leaseholds.
The Northern Border Pipeline route across North
Dakota is through Williams, McKenzie, Dunn,
Mercer, Oliver, Morton, Emmons and McIntosh
Counties. The line will cross the Missouri River near
the mouth of the Yellowstdbe and again at the mouth
of the Cannonball. The crossing of Interstate 94 will
be between New Salem and J udson--if the route is
approved and the line is built.

North Dakota Natural Resources
Councll prepares fact pamphlet
for landowners negotiating with firm
The North Dakota Natural Resources Council has
released a pamphlet of guidelines for IJDdowners
negotiating with the Northern Border Pipeline
Company.
The pamphlet addresses 21 issues ranging from
wind and water erosion, noise, soil compaction,
hazards to livestock, effects of the pipeline on
temperaturesof the soil, effects on wildlife.
Among recommendations to landowners; "'Consider
the desireability of having the topsoil stockpiled and
replaced over the excavated area...Consider the need
to compact all soils after excavation and backfilling...
Consider the need for an application of fertilizer to
!ielp establish vegetation on the right-of-way after
construction ... Consider what weed control measures
should be incorporated in the agreement ...Consider a
means of disposal of rocks that are dug up...Consider
what soil and water conservation measures should be
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applied in areas susceptible to erosion ...Remove all
livestock from the area during construction to avoid
inconvenience to the contractor as well a.s possible
hazards that could occur to livestock ... Define areas
on your farm or ranch where special precautions
should be taken ... Be aware of the noise potential of
the pipeline"
The publication stresses that "the terms of your
easement is the result of an agreement between you
and the utility company. It is a legally binding
document. If you have any questions as to the
content of your easement, ypu should have it
examined by a private attorney."
The Council prepared the pamphlet with the
cooperation of the pipeline company.
Copies are
available from the State Soil Conservation Committee, State Capitol, Bismarck, North Dakota,
58505.
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Power line
continues
The siting of transmission lines to move electricity
over great distance.~·-a consequence of the central·
ized, cheap power policy of the American uW.ity
industry--has become a major r·ssue in the Upper
Midwest. In orth Dakota, the Public Service
rommission has completed hearings on a route for
the United Power/Cooperative Power Association
transmission line from Underwood, N.D., the site of
a giant mine-mouth generating plant, to Delano,
J\1innesota, a suburb of the Twin Cities. A decision
on the Nnrth Dakota portion of the route is expected
in December. In M1·nnesota. /andoumers groups have
chaUenged the cooperatives's route, which has been
approved by the state, in court. The struggle over
siting the lme in Minnesota has result.ed in scattered
violence and several arrests. In North Dakota., the
controv~rsy has so far been confined to government
hearing rooms. North Dakota farmers have argued
that the power lines interfere with irrigation and
other farming operations and drive doum land values.
The same arguements are made in Minnesota, where
farmers and environmentalists have insisted that the
lines may pose a health hazard, as well.
Here Thomas Copeland, an editor of Scoop, which
i, published monthly by an !urban based cooperative
movement in Minneapolis and St. Paul, examines the
controversy surrounding the line.

through October 14, 1976
tions? In order to accomplish a doubling of electrical
energy by 1985, it's fair to say that twice as many
transmission lines will be required by that time. Can
you imagine what the countryside will look like by
then?"
CPA and UPA are separate organization working
together on this power project. In an effort to find
out about the structure and role that one of these
large cooperatives has played in this well-publicized
controversy, I interviewed Richard Weiss, manager
of public information for Cooperative Power Association.
On the walls behind Weiss's d(!sk were copies of
the full-page ads being run in numerous local
newspaper during the month of July. Radio and
television spots also have been aired. This ad
campaign is an effort by Weiss and the power
cooperatives to change their public image, which has
been recently damaged by the controversy.
CPA is a generating and transmission cooperative
which serves as a whoJesale power supplier for 19
rural electric distribution cooperatives. "We're a
cooperatives's cooperative," said Weiss. Each of the
19 member cooperatives elects one person to the
board of directors of CPA, which determines general
policy. CPA provides power to 500,000 people in 48
counties in Minnesota.
How is CPA different than Northern States Power
(NSP)? I asked. NSP is an investor owned utility
which is operated to make a profit for its investors.
CPA is a consumer-owned cooperative whose purpose
is not to· make a profit but to provide the most
dependable source of power at the
lowest price.
according to Weiss.
CPA was organized in 1956 when lf} rural electgric
cooperatives banded together to get more power at a
cheaper rate.
Most of the individual rural
cooperatives began in the late 1930s and early
Forties. NSP would not go out to rural Minnesota
because of the lack of a profit incentive, so farmers
got organized. With loans from the federal Rural
Electrification Administration (REA), the rural coops
brought the first electricity to their homes and
farms. It was a significant improvement in the lives
of thousands of farmers.
Membership in each cooperative is determined by a
geographical boundary. NSP, by far the state's
biggest powercompany, serves the state's urban
areas. CPA has parts of central and southern
Minnes9ta. Each power company is required by law
to provide electricity for the people in its area.

Two large electrical power cooperatives are at the
CC'ntcr of a classic controversy. The issue surrounds
the construction of a new high voltage electrical
tran5mission line through central Minnesota. The
line will carry power from a huge coal power plant
now being built in North Dakota.
The power line is being opposed by several small
groups of farmers
whose land the power lines will
cross. Constructing the power line are two large
electrical power cooperatives, Cooperative Power
Association (CPA) and United Power Assoication
(UPAJ. lletween them, they supply power for almost
one million farmers, homeowners and small busi·
ness people in rural Minnesota.
In June, several attempts by CPA and UPA teams
to survey land in Stearns and Pope Counties were
I was interested in knowing the answers to three
halted by groups of angry farmers. In one incident, a questions about CPA: 1) What was being done to
farmer was arrested for driving his tractor over develop alternate sources of renewable energy? 2)
several pieces of surveying equipment. Fifty farmers What steps were being taken to reduce the energy
acrompanied him to jail. "This is just the beginning," consumption levels? 3) Does the fact that CPA is a
said one.
cooperative make any difference in its willingness to
On July 3, after three more incidents in which try and solve the first two problems?
protesting farmers peacefully blocked the survey
"CPA is not spending a lot of money to develop
crews, a moratorium on surveying was instituted by solar energy," said Jim Herbert, engineering
the power cooperatives, following a request by manager for CPA. "Why not?" I asked. "That's not a
Governor Wendell Anderson of Minnesota. After a feasible way of producing large blocks of energy," he
cooling off period, the surveying resumed in early said.
Both Herbert and Weiss appeared to be somewhat
September.
For a year and a half, the proposed power line has complacent about the need for utilizing alternate
been accompanied by controversy. Hearings lsuch sources of energy. Their negative attitudes stemmed
as those held before the Minnesota Energy Agency from a stricktly short run financial point of view.
What about conserving energy, I wondered. With
and the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council
were a part of a long process followed by the power the consumption of energy continually rising, the new
power lines would only be able to bring in enough
cooperatives to gain approval to build their line.
Conflicting testimony and heated arguments have power for about three year, according to CPA
been heard at each step along the way. But backed estimates. What then? Should society continue to
by state and federal agencies, the cooperatives had rapidly use up nonrenewable sources of energy such
not been slowed in their plans until the recent as coal. gas and oil? Herbert replied, "Now you're
confrontations between the farmers and the survey- talking about a sociological problem. What are we
doing? Is that our job?" I said I certainly thought it
ors.
Citizens United for Rural Environment (CURE) is should be.
"We are concerned about the conservation of
one of the farmers's groups that have fought the
power line. There are several hundred members of energy," Weiss said. Up until five or six lyears ago,
CURE, according to its president, Harold Hagen. He CPA member coops were running ads jn their
said on a recent radio show that there were three magazines urging their consumers to use more
main objections to t,,he line: 1) There is no evidence electricity; ads for electric dryers, outdoor lighting,
that the power cooperatives have made strong efforts air conditioners, etc. That practice has now
at conserving energy, and thus the benefits from diminished, and Weiss has asked for funding for a
constructing a new power line will be wasted. 2) The staff person who would work on helping the CPA
member coops conserve energy.
line presents a health hazard to the farmers,
But CPA's approach to this issue has mainly been a
primarily from the increased ozone levels that will
occur. 3) Land values will decrease, since the line passive one. CPA does not have any money in its
reserves to put into conservation, according to
interferes with productive farming.
Weiss. They are looking to the government to
CPA and UPA point out that increased demand has provide the initiative and the resources to drvelop
created a great need for new power sources and that ronservation programs. The REA. which provided
the consequences would be severe if the line is not the initial capital to start many rural electric
completed on schedule. In Minnesota over the last 10 cooperatives, does not have money to promote
years, sales of electricity have grown 7 .5 per cent energy conservation .. It continues, however, to
each year. Last year, the average consumption for finance more power plants and power lines.
the members of CPA grew at a seven per cent rate.
The issues of energy c.onservation and alternate
According to the Minnesota Energy Agency, at
energy sources are directly linked to our capitalist
Minnesota's present rate, the state will need twice as
economy. Little will be done to solve the energy
much energy in 10 years and four times as much in 20
crisis until large companies can make a profit by
years. Except for the taconite industry, farming is
doing so. And if our present energy crisis becomes
the fastest growing user of electricity in Minnesota.
an energy catastrophe before any solutions become
To these facts, Hagen pointedly asks, "Do we have
profitable, the capitalist, and unfortunately these
a right to be doubling and multiplying the energy
power cooperatives, seem to be saying, "Well, that's
requirements without thought to succeedinp: genera
the way it goes ."

Some questions
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controversy
across
Upper
Midwest
by Tom Copeland
Why doesn't a cooperative such as CPA seem to be
able to provide some progressive leadership in the5e
areas? Because it is not run for profit and is owned
by ns consumer members, it seems to me that a
cooperative should be better able to respond to
present consumer needs and plan for future needs
than, say, NSP. But both CPA and Ut'A are not in
the forefront in solving the basic problems of energy.
To gain a different perspective of CPA, I talked to
Mr. Hagen of CURE. In his early fifties, Hagen has
been a member of Runestone Electric Cooperative of
Alexandria since it began in 1946. Runestone is one
of 19 members of CPA. He praised the rural coops
for bringing electricity to rural Minnesota. But he
complained that as a cooperative, Runestone has not
ever returned any of its earnings to its members but
instead has kept them to expand the business.
Hagen said that large Minnesota cooperatives have
become too large to be effectively controled by their
members
He cited examples such as CENEX,
Midland, Farmland Industries and Land-O·Lakes.
"As they get larger," he said, "Theyassume the
image and profile of an investor-owned business."
CPA has grown so large that it can no longer exist on
its own financial structure but must seek outside
funding to continue. When this happens, consumer
members are no longer in touch with what is going
on.
Although structurally a cooperative, CPA is
controlled from the top down instead of from the
bottom up. The board of directors holds the power,
but they look to the managers of CPA for direction.
And the consumers look to the board for direction
instead of the reverse. Because the managers hold
the technical expertise, they tell the board what
should be done. "When the coop begins telling me
what to do, I throw up my hands," Hagen said. "It's
like the tail wagging the dog.
Hagen accused CPA of ignoring pressure to
provide alternate sources of energy and of making no
serious efforts at conservation. Hagen feels that
having the power of eminent domain has changed
CPA's behavior. Backed by state and federal laws
and reliant on big laons, CPA has become somewhat
arrogant in throwing its weight around without
considering the consequences of its actions. ..They
are like a poker player with three aces up his sleeve,"
Hagen said.
Hagen is very concerned about the loss of cropland
to the construction of power lines, however smaJI a
part of an acre each tower may take. The destruction
of farmland in favor of buildings, roads and power
lines "can't go one forever. Where is it going to
stop?" he asked.
What's going to happen when the power line
surveyors begin work again, I asked. "Sad to say,
there will probably be more confrontation," Hagen
replied. "CURE doesn't condone violence but there
are times when peaceful resistance becomes necessary."
There doesn't seem to be an immediate solution to
this whole controversy. Construction of portions of
the line was temporarily halted by the courts on
August 12. Further court battles are likely.
But as long as the energy consumption of the
power cooperative members rises, the cooperatives
will be legally bound to build more p11wer plants and
power lines. The resources needed to reverse this
trend and develop alternate sources are not presently
available from federal or state government agencies.
Neither CPA nor UPA are seriously committed to
solving long range energy problems. Some of the
cooperatives's consumer members are trying to
change this but so far they are widely outnumbered
even within their own cooperatives. Their numbers
must greatly increase to takeover CPA and UPA and
then to make sure that the cooperatives are more
directly controlled by their members. Until then, it
seems that more power iines will continue to have to
be built.
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Crop
estimates
down
The production forecast decreased from September
for hard red spring wheat, durum, flax, dry edible
beans and hay as of October 1 while sugarbeets
remain unchanged.
Record level production is expected for all wheat
and sugarbeets with the second largest hard red
spring wheat crop expected.
All wheat production is estimated at 293.6 million
bushels, down three per cent or 10 million bushels
from last month, but 11 per cent higher than last
year. The record all wheat crop exceeds slightly the
1971 production of 291.6 million bushels.
Hard red spring wheat production is estimated at
197.5 million bushels, a decrease of four per cent
from last month, but 26 per cent above last year. An
expected yield of 25 bushels per acre is down one
bushel from last month and one half bushel below last
year. This year's crop is five per cent below the
record 1971 production of 207. 7 million bushels.
Durum what production is estimated at 92.8 million
bushels, down two per cent from last month and 12
per cent below last year. Estimated yield per acre at
25.5 bushels is down one half bushel from last month
and one bushel below last year.

Flax production is expected to be the lowest since
1939 and should total 3.3 million bushels. This is
down six per cent from last month and 54 per cent
below last year. Expected yield per acre is eight
bushels, down a half bushel from last month and 1.5
bushels below last year.
Production of dry edible beans is estimated at
990,000 hundredweight, a decrease of 17 per cent
from last month and 16 per cent below last year.
Yield per acre at 750 pounds decreased 150 pounds
from last month and is 220 pounds below last year.
Sugarbeet production la expected to total 1,
,000
tons, a state record. This la unchanged from lut
month but eight per cent above last year. Expected
yield per acre Is unchanged from last month at 13.0
tons and compares to 13.9 tons last year.

The first production forecast for potatoes is 16.9
million hundredweight or four per cent below last
year. Acreage for harvest is 121,000 acres or up 10
per cent from last year. Yield per acre of 140
hundredweight is 20 hundredweight below last year.
Production of hay is estimated at 3.9 million tons,
down four per cent from the earlier estimate and 22
per cent below last year. Alfalfa yiela per acre of 1.3
tons conpares with 1.9 tons a year earlier. All other
hay yield at .95 ton compares with one ton per acre
last year.

Inverse rate on
grain shipments ends
A new freight rate structure on wheat which may
save North Dakota farmers a million dollars a year
will go into effect toward the end of October,
according to the North Dakota Wheat Commission
which participated in an action which brought the
new rate.
The rate, established by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, sets the westbound price for shipment
of a hundred pounds of wheat to Pacific Northwest
ports at $1.46 maximum--the current rate from
Fargo. The rate from stations below the maximum
level will not be changed.
The action which resulted in the rate ruling--wbich
has been sought since the development of a strong
market for American wheat in Japan and other Asian
countries--came in a case filed by the North Dakota
Public Service Commission and the Wheat Commission. The case ends the so-called "inverse rates"
under which western North Dakota poi~ts were
charged higher freight rates for grain shipped in
either direction on railroads. This meant that the
frieght rate per bushel of wheat rose as the train
neared the Pacific ports. The rate to Minneapolis, by
contrast, declines with nearness to the terminal.
The Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute at
North Dakota State University compiled much of the
evidence used by North Dakotans to support the rate
change.

375,000 bushels to West Germany

North Dakota
Wheat Pool 111akes
first export sale
The North Dakota Wheat Pool has sold more than
half its total commitment of hard red spring wheat.
The sale of 375,000 bushels of Number Two Dark
Northern Spring Wheat is to a West German firm,
Toepfer Grain Company. The selling price was
$3.2775 per hushel f.'o.b. Duluth, Minnesota.
According to Mill and Elevator Assistant General
Manager Ben Hennessey, the grain is in storage at
Superior, Wisconsin and will be shipped this month.
The wheat was sold on an "identity preserved" basis.
The grain will be resold by Teopfer to German
millers.
Hennessey described the wheat as "of excellent
qualtiy" and "above the average for North Dakota
grain." Wheat is marketed in five basic grades, one
through four and no . grade. Number One is the
highest quality.

According to Hennessey, this has been the mill's
first experience in export sales, although the facility
deals extensively on the domestic market and is
among the nation's largest handlers of durum wheat.
The German sale came after a trip to Europe by
North Dakota Mill and Elevator General Manager
Sam Kuhl. Hennessey said Kuhl had visited with the
Toepfer firm about buying North Dakota Wheat Pool
grain.
The sale occurs at an opportune time, both for the
mill and for Agriculture Commissioner Myron Just,
who is involved in an election race with State Senator
Robert Nasset, who opposes the state's involvement
in wheat marketing.

The grain sold to the German firm is 14 per cent
protein, also slightly above the average for the North
Dakota 1975 crop. Protein in wheat is determined by
a number of factors, including weather and soil
conditions during the growing season, and varies
from year to year.

The pooling contract, signed by more than 2,000
North Dakota farmers, calls for closeout of the pool
on October 31, just two days before the general
election. The contract contains a provision to carry
grain into another pooling year, but the absence of a
sale before the election would very likely have been
interpreted as a failure by the pool. Nasset's
campaign, so far a quiet one, had begun to emphasize
the lack of an export sale by the pool. The Toepfer
sale diffused that campaign issue.

Hennessey said he has "no concern at all'' that the
Wheat Pool grain "won't measure up" to the

For their part, members of the Farmers Steering
Committee had grown impatient with the mill's

iltantlaNWaA "1 Ille Genna tlrm."We ~ . . we've got,• he said.

The mill and elevator official expressed confidence
that Toepfer would become "a repeat customer. If
they see us delivering the quality of grain we say we
can, they'll be back," he said.
According to Hennessey, the most important
consideration in the sale was "being eyeball to eyeball
with the prospective customer." Future sales will
depend on "a continuing supply of wheat. Without
that, we're going down the drain," Hennessey said.
Despite Hennessey's statement, however, the
North Dakota Farmers Steering Committee, which
gathered the pool and is charged by the state with
overseeing its operation, has made no decisions about
a 1976 pool. That subject will be discussed at a
statewide farmers meeting to be held at Jamestown's
Civic Center October 22. That meeting begins at 10
a.m.
The Steering Committee and the pooling effort
grew out of similar statewide meetings held in
Carrington and Jamestown in January, 1976. The
Steering Committee--two representatives from each
of the state's six Wheat Commission Districts, and
the commissioner of agriculture and his deputy-·
decided on the pool at a meeting in March.
Commitments to the pool were accepted through
April 28.
The pool, according to its organizers, was not
designed exclusively to bring farmers an immedite
price premium for their wheat, but to "show that
farmers can do something," according to Harold
Klain of New Rockford, a committee member and the
group's October spokesman.
Farmers who committed wheat to the pool
sacrificed a dollar a bushel in price between the April
28 commitment date and the October 1 sale date. In
addition, shipping charges and the costs of adminis,
tering the pool will be deducted from the sale price of
the grain. Each farmer will be paid the pool average
price for his wehat.
The pool was endorsed by the North Dakota
Industrial Commission, made up of the governor, the
attorney general and the agriculture commission.
This commission oversees the operations of the
state-owned mill and elevator. Members of the
commission directed the mill to handle the farmers
pool.

mem.:=:z.t!I u.!;' = r ~

Several
see more aggressive action by the mill to sell the
grain.
:Some questioned whether the mill's
management, which devotes much of its times to
overseeing grinding durum wheat into semolina flour
for use in the manufacture of pasta products, was
competent to handle a foregin sale. The German deal
lessens that concern--although Steering Comnittee
members continue to worry about the remaining
225,000 bushels of spring wheat and 700,000 bushels
of durum in the pool.
Among complaints against Kuhl and the mill were
that grain committed to the pool had not been called
in from local elevators. At least one legislator asked
the mill to explain its tardiness in gathering grain
from country elevators in north central North
Da1<0ta.
Klain congratulated the mill's management on the
sale of the pool grain and praised the pool
membership for "taking a long shot on a new idea."
The pool was made necessary, he said, "by the big
grain companies's use of shortweights and adulteration" to cheat farmers of their rightful share of grain
profits.
Agriculture Commissioner Myron Just called the
deal "a direct sale breakthrough for North Dakota
farmers" and expressed satisfaction that farmers had
used the "old Populist mill as a yardstick in the
market and as a "vehicle for their discontent.•• The
mill was established in 1919 by the Non Partisan
Leage, at that time an agrarian socialist party in the
state.
Just said farmers have been "swimming upstream
against the Goliaths of the grain trade" and that he is
"personally very, very pleased" with the sale.
Farmer Charlie Rohde of Langdon, a Steering
Committee member, called the sale "historic" and
suggested the event be celebrated with a champagne
toast. The committee rejected the idea, however,
because champagne is made from grapes, which
aren't grown commercially in North
Dakota.
Steering Committee members argued that beer,
brewed from barley, would be a more appropriate
libation. North Dakota farmers raise nearly half the
malting barley grown in the United States.
But after the news conference which announced the
sale, the Steering Committee returned to work
planning the October 22 farm meeting. A delegation
of reporters quaffed the beer in their stead.
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An appeal for information
under the
Freedom of Information Act
Mr. Edwin Zaidlicz
Bureau of Land Management
Granite Tower Building
222 North 32nd Street
P.O. Box 30157
59107
Billings, Montana

...: hearing
candidates
North Dakotans will hear the major party
candidates for governor debate coal development at
thethird annual convention of the United Plainsmen
Association in Dickinson October 16, , Saturday.
Governor Arthur A. Link, a Democrat and his
election opponent, Richard Elkin, a Republican, have
been invited to debate the issue beginning at 2 p.m.
in the auditorium of Dickinson High School.
Candidates for the Public Service Commission and
for Commissioner of Agriculture will discuss the coal
development issue immediately after the Link-Elkin
debate.

Dear Mr. Zaidlicz:

As editor and publisher of The Onlooker, a semi-monthly news magazine with
a subject emphasis in coal development on the Upper Great Plains, I am
requesting certain information relating to the call for nominations of
federal coal lands associated with the Energy Minerals Activity Recoll'lt'lendation System (EMARS). This request is made pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Act, 5 u.s.C.A. ~ ~ The Onlooker is specifically seeking knowledge of who nominated or

disnominated for leasing federal coal lands in North Dakota, South
Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming and the areas identified by section,
township and range which each party nominated. Such nominations
are presently scheduled for environmental impact evaluation by your
office. The nominations were solicited by the Call for Nominations
of Federal Coal Lands by Industry and the Public and resulted in the
production of generalized maps in mid-September of this year.
The Onlooker requests either copies of the information or access to
BLM files in order- to contribute to "the fuller and faster release

of information which is the basic objective of the (Freedom of
Information} Act" (1974 - u.s.c.c.A.N., p. 6271). Subscribers to
The Onlooker have significant economic and environmental interests
in knowing the sources· of the nominations. In addition, the general
public which possesses title to the lands involved should be informed
of the sources of nominations in order to adequately participate in
the decisions affecting the leasing or non-leasing of federal coal
lands in the areas specified.

The PSC regulates energy facility siting and coal
mine reclamation and sets rates for utility companies.
The agriculture commissioner is a member of the
North Dakota Water Conservation Commission.
which acts on water use permits for energy
companies.
Candidates for the PSC are Democratic incumbent
Bruce Hagen and Republican Edi Kjos. For
agriculture commissioner, the candidates are incum
bent Myron Just, a Democrat, and Robert Nasset.
Nasset farms near Regent in Hettinger County and is
a member of the North Dakota State Senate. Kjos is
a Bismarck housewife. Hagen owns land near Devils
Lake; Just near Berlin.
The Plainsmen warned in a news release that the
DHS auditorium holds only 400 people "which means
that you should come early if you want a seat for the
debate and panel discussion." The public is invited to
attend the affair.

... showing durum
The North Dakota Durum Show will be held at
Langdon October 18, 19 and 20--Monday through
Wednesday.

Because The Onlooker intends to use the information solely for public
information, any associated fees should be waived pursuant to 5 U.S.C.A.
552 (a} (4) (A), and The Onlooker requests such waiver.

The program includes judging of samples of North
Dakota durum and entrants in the Miu U.S. Durum
Pageant on Monday; a programi>f speakers on durum
production, marketing, promotion and consumption-including a free spaghetti banquet--on Tuesday and a
farmer and industry breakfast on Wednesday.

Because the mandatory exemptions set forth at 5 u.s.c.A. 552(b) do not
apply in this instance, we anticipate your reply to this request within
10 days after receipt of this letter.

This will be the 88th annual Durum Show at
Langdon.

Thank you for your pranpt attention to his matter.

... watching birds
North Dakotans are asked to watch for red-winged
blackbirds trailing green stN!amers.

Mike Jacobs

The birds--63S of them--weN! marked by the
Alberta, Canada, Department of Agriculture in a
study designed to determine the role of Canadian
blackbirds in field crop damage in the United States.
The study may also reveal where the birds spend the
winter months, according to Irving Mork, extension
wildlife specialist at North Dakota State University.
Sightings of the birds--by time and location--should
be reported to the Bird Banding Laboratory, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Laurel, Maryland, 20810.

... planting roses
A single rose developed from North Dakota's state
flower, the wild prairie rose (Rosa arkmuana), was
planted at the International Peace Gardens September 22.
The rose is named for Adelaide Hoodless, founder
of the Federated Women's Institutes of Canada and
the Associated Countrywomen of the World, an
organization which includes 600,000 members of
Homemakers Clubs in the United States.
A Canadian plant breeder, Henry Marshall of the
Morden, Manitoba, Research Farm, developed the
rose, which has a brilliant, deep rose color. The
Federated Women's Institutes of Canada planted the
rose--which will be joined by a bed of Adelaide
Hoodless roses in the spring--in honor of the U.S.
Bicentennial, to pay tribute to the efforts of rural
women worldwide and to symbolize world peace and
friendship, according to Mrs. Olive Thompson, who
represented the clubs at the ceremony.
This symbol will identify unit, of North Dakota·,
Nature Pre,erve Bl/stem autltorized by the 1975
Legislature. The Park Seroice, which administer,
the 1y1tem, will approach the Auembl11 for money
to provide protection for unique natural areaa in the
,tote. Several hundred of the,e areas are now being
examined for incl,uwn in the Bl/Blem, according to

Service Director Gary Leppart. This de1ign ia by
Doug Pfliger, 19, of Hazen, a student at Bismarck
Junior CoUege. It was one of 15 submitted in a

Mrs. Alf Sagness of Bowbells, president elect of
North Dakota Extension Homemakers, acknowledged
the honor and acc,epted the gift.

conte,t to choose a symbol for the nature pre,en,e,.
The graphic deisgn repre•nt• two tree,, a deer
and two bird, in flight. Pfliger won $25 for his entry
in the conte,t.

The bed of these new roses is near the garden's
main entrance.
0

Coming Up
October 12-A meeting of the Budget B Commit-

tee of the Legislative Council in Room
G-1 of the State Capitol at Bismarck.
Agency and institutional budget reports
will be offered and North Dakota State
University personnel will discuss income estimates for the state general
fund. A staff study of the unemployment compensation program requested
by the committee at its last meeting will
also be heard. The meeting begins at 9

a.m.
October 12 and 13--

AT THE TROUGH
AT THE TROUGH

October 15-A meeting of the Legislative Council's
Committee on Transportation in Room
G-1 of the State Capitol at Bismarck.
The agenda will include final action on
the first phase of the commuter airline
study and consideration of the latest
statistics on the motor vehicle inspection program.
October 15-The final meeting of the Legislative
Council's Committee on Constitutional
Revision in the Gold Room of the State
Capitol at Bismarck. Agenda items are
consideration of proposals to repeal
some out-dated sections of the state
constitution, changes in the responsbilities of the lieutenant governor, a new
article governing the elective franchise.
suggestions for a standing committee on
constitutional revision, a proposal to
shift the superintendent of public
instruction and tax commissioner from
the no party to the partisan election
ballot and a change allowing biennial
sa1ary adjustments for eJected state
officials. The meeting begins at 9 a.m.

A meetini( of the Legislative Council's
Committee on Education. The agenda
includes consideration of bill drafts
relating to textbok and activity fees,
the State School Construction Fund,
Indian studies requirements for teachers and financing of elementary and
secondary education. A resolution to
study financing alternatives for adult
education programs, including the vocational education needs of Indians; and
the draft of a bill to establish a uniform
accounting system will also be considered. Dr. Ronald Torgerson of the
Department of Public Instruction will
testify about how an appropriation
attached to the draft bill will be used if October 21 and 22-the bill is passed. A joint meeting with
the Legislative Council's Budget Section
The final meeting of the Legislative
to consider levels of spending for Council's Committee on the Judiciary B
education during the 1977 through 1979 in Room G-1 of the State Capitol at
biennium is also scheduled. The Bismarck. The agenda will include
meeting begins at 9:30 a.m. in the Gold action on changes in the state's juvenile
Room of the State Capitol at Bismarck. justice statutes and consideration of
bills concerning states attorneys and
October 13-the privacy and security of criminal
records. The meeting begins at 9 a.m.
A meeting of the Legislative Council's
Budget Section. The agenda includes
reports on the status of the state
general fund, the Social Service Board October 25 and 26-projects and from committee groups
which have toured various state agenA meeting of the Legislative Council's
cies during the legislative interim. The Resources Re arch Coliunittee in the
mNting, to be held In the Large auditorium of the Provident Life Build!{earing Room of the State Capitol at in,t, 316 North Fifth Street in Bismarck.
Bismarck, begins at 9 a.m.
The agenda will include a demonstraOctober 14-tion of an economic development and
A meeting of the Legislative Audit impact model developed by the Regional
and Fiscal Review Committee (Budget Environmental Assessment Program
Committee A) of the LegislativeCouncil. (REAP) which was funded by a $2
The state auditor will present reports of million appropriation during the 1975
audits of state agencies and the council Legislative Session. REAP's funding
staff will discuss the state's disability for the next biennium will be considered
protection plan for its employees. The and decisions on the agency's computer
meeting, which begins at 9 a.m., will be system and fees for its use will be
in Room G-1 of the State Capitol at made. The meeting begins at 9 a.m.
Bismarck.
each day.

Appointed:
Charles Metz.ger to be natural resources
coordinator in the governor's office and
chairman of the North Dakota Natural
Resources Council.

Vernon Useldinger, Fargo; Paul Vance,
West Fargo; Bernard Turany, Fargo;
Reuben Savaloja, Grand Forks; Floyd
Henderson, Fargo; Greg Blickre, Minot
and John Shafer, Falsher; to plan the
state's Bicentennial Veterans Day observance November 11.

Metzger will succeed Richard Ellison.
The appointment by Governor Arthur
A. Link, is effective
immediately.
Metzger chaired his first NRC meeting
October 5.

James Leigh of Grand Forks to the
North Dakota Board of Medical Examiners. The term is for three years and
expires August l , 1979.

LaVero Neff ,Williston, Mary Young of
J amestwon and Albert Hausauer of
Bismarck to the State Historical Board.
All will serve three year terms. Nefrs
is a reappointment.
Michael Gatton of Dickinson and
Harold Hue of Bismarck to the North
Before his appoitment to the governor's Dakota Board of Psychologist Examst aff, Metzger was associate professor iners. The terms on the five member
of geology at North Dakota State board run to July 1, 1979.
University. He also served as associate
director of the Office of Research Donald ommoclt of Fargo and Stanley
Administration, which involved admin- Heidecker of Taylor to the North
istration of the University Year for Dakota Dairy Products Promotion ComAction at NDSU.
Metzger was a mission. Both are currently members.
research assistanct for two years at the Their terms run through July l, 1978.
University of Illinois and has taught at
These apointments were made by
the State University of New York at Arthur A. Link, governor of North
Buffalo and at t he University of Illinois. Dakota:

Metzger has served in the governor's
office as energy coordinator since
March, 1976. He will continue to bear
that responsibility as natural resources
coordinator.
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--Jerry Sell and the Animal Science
Department at North Dakota State
Unive'rsity for $90,000 from the National Institute of Health to study the effect
of selenium on the accumulation of
mercury in eggs, meat and milk. Sell
said that the two chemicals are potentially toxic but appear to be mutually
antagonistic.
Selenium can prevent
poisoning by levels of mercury which
would normally be toxic and selenium
can change the amount of mercury that
accumulates in certain body tissues.
The researcher will use chickens and
quail to determine the effect of selenium
on mercury in eggs, lactating goats to
evaluate milk and body tissues and all
three species to determine the accumulation in meat. In this way, he will
determine the effect selenium has on
the accumulation of mercury in food
products. Livestock rations are often
supplemented with dietary selenium,
but the effect of this on accumulation of
mercury is not known.
--Mary Brommel,
professc:of
bacteriology at North Dakota State
University for $19,518 from the Environmental Protection Agency. She will
use the grant to study energy development impacts on stream sediments in
the Knife River Basin of Dunn County.
Sediment effect on fish is of major
concern, Brommel said, because most
fish are bottom feeders. Her research
will be partially concerned with the
detection of bacteria capable of breaking down chemicals entering Spring
Creek and the Knife River.
--19 North Dakota counties surrounding
U.S. Air Force installations in the state
for $2.5 million from the Department of
Defense. The money will be used to
regravel nearly 1,000 miles of rural
road in Barnes. Benson, Bottineau.
Burke, Cass, Cavalier, Grand Fork1,
Griggs, McHenry, McLean, Mountrail,
Nelson, Pembina, Ramsey, Renville,
Sheridan, Steele, Walsh and Ward
Counties, all of which have intercontinental ballistic missile ' (ICBM) sites.
Governor Arthur A. Link, · announcing
the grant, suggested that the Air Force
provide a hard surface for the roads
"because of the amount of traffic and
heavy loads which travel the transporter/erector routes. The Highway
Department h.. justified our request
for paving the routes on several
occassions, but in every case, the Air
Force has turned us down."
-·The seven counties of the Souris River
Basin Economic Development District
for $45,000 to conduct a program for
long-range economic growth and new
jobs.
The counties are Bottineau,
Burke, McHenry, Mountrail, Pierce,
Renville and Ward. The Council will
provide $15,000 to match the grant from
the Economic Development Administration, a federal agency. This total-$60,000--will maintain the program for
one year.

Water Conservation fund for use in the
state's outdoor recreation program.
The money will be apportioned to
governmental subdivisions seeking it
through the State Outdoor Recreation
Agecny.
--The city of Fargo for $501,936 to install
a security fence around its airport;
--The city of Minot for $533,700 to
construct partial parallel taxiways to a
runway, install new lighting controls
and cables for a new control tower at its
airport;
--The city of Jamestown for $235,811 lo
reconstruct a portion of the terminal
apron and to overlay the center taxiway
at its airport;
-·The city of Oakes for $315,000 to
acquire land for development of an
airport, construct a runway, apron and
connecting taxiway; and an entrance
road, to clear trees and make other
improvements at its airport;
--The city of Bismarck for $437,035 to
construct an addition to the ~eneral
aviation apron and terminal apron,
reconstruct a portion of the termina1
apron and relocate and extend taxiway
lighting at its airport;
--The city of Williston for $177,889 to
acquire land for a northwest clear zone,
install lighting on a runway and
connecting taxiway, reconstruct and
expand a portion of the terminal apron,
replace and relocate a fence and remove
obstructions at its airport;
--The city of Grand Forks for $630,199
to apply a sealer and markers to
runways and to construct and add
lighting at its airport;
--I.he city of Devils Lake for $744,423 to

overlay a runway and two connecting
taxiways, reconstruct an apron, install
medium dnsity lighting on a runway and
connecting taxiways and mark runways
and taxiways at its airport;
--The city of Bowman for $71,820 lo
acquire land for airport development.
These grants, totaling $3,647,813, are
from the Federal Aviation Administration.
--The State Department of Health for
$67,000 from the U.S. Public Health
Service to assist the state in conducting
a program of innoculation against
A-New Jersey-76, or swine flu.
--Nine South Central North Dakota
counties for $45,000 from the federal
Economic Development Administration
for long range economic planning. The
counties are Barnes, Dickey, Foster,
Griggs, LaMoure, Logan, McIntosh ,
Stutsman and We lls. The South
Central Dakota Regional Council will
provide $15,000 to complete the $60,000
cost of the program.

--The Sisseton Indian Reservation in
North and South Dakota for $35,000 to
continue a program of long range
planning and job stimulation on the
reservation. The grant, to cover the
entire cost of the program, is from the
Economic Development Administration.

--The North Dakota Law Enforcement
Council for $9,000 from the federal Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration . The money is for planning
!unctions of the LEC during the fiscal
year transition period July 1 through
September 30.

--The state of North Dakota for
$1,158,000 in funds for law enforcement
in the state. The money, from the
federal Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, will fund North Dakota's Comprehensive Law Enforce ment and Criminal Justice Plan.

--The state of North Dakota fo r
$342,675 to study delivery of water to
rural areas in southwestern Counties.
The money, from the Old West Regional Commission, will be administered by
the Natural Resources Council.
'

--The state of North Dakota for
$200,000 from the LEAA to fund its
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency, Prevention Plan.
--The state of North Dakota for
$1,582,378 from the federal Land and

through October 14, 197 6

--The American Indian Higher Educa
tion Consortium for $105,900 to develop
data to aid the improvement of nine
Indian sponsored community colleges on
the Northern Plains. Four of these
institutions, at Fort Yates, New Town,
Belcourt and Fort Totten, are in North
Dakota.
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